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"Crackles with an ominous electricity, pulling you inside the mind of a killer who is terrifyingly

twisted...terrifyingly real. The pages will race by as you read, but I guarantee your heart will race

even faster."-T.L. Hines, author of Waking LazarusA beautiful woman stands by the side of the

road, barefoot and bleeding, a child in her arms. Someone just tried to kill her, but she wouldn't

recognize him if she saw his face. She doesn't even remember her own name.A suburban cop

surveys a kitchen in disarray--a woman and child missing, a chilling note. This crime scene is unlike

any he has ever seen.The man who calls himself Gideon waits and plans. He sees himself as a

destroyer of evil, one who rids the world of abominations. He has already killed five. He will kill

again. And somewhere in the wilderness, in a secret geocache near where the wild swans gather,

lies the unspeakable clue that links them all together. Michigan's rugged and beautiful Upper

Peninsula is the setting for this absorbing tale of love and loss, beauty and terror, grievous sins and

second chances. A deftly woven thriller from the popular author of the Rock Harbor novels.
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I'm not much on reading books about serial killers and originally purchased this only because I

wanted to read the Rock Harbor series in order. I am glad I did! It was difficult to stop reading, and I

often found myself reading until I could no longer keep my eyes open. Although it had some

"gruesome" details, it was done in such a way that you were so entrenched in the story that they

were not glaring and overly "yucky" (the guy was removing body parts and faces), as serial killers

are not the most "balanced" people in the world. However, it was well done and I would have been

upset had I skipped it. It has the mystery and the character balance to fit in with the rest of the

series, but was different enough to show Ms. Coble's ability to branch off from the Rock Harbor

series as well, which means I will be buying more of her work!

Awesome. Eve is running away for some horror she can't remember but she has a little girl who

calls her mommy and some one seeking to take her life. She doesn't know who she or what

happened. Her ex-husband is desperate to find her and their daughter. He thinks she's dead. He

ends up in Rock Harbor looking for the killer and finds her and their daughter. Bree and Kade have

taken her In and help try and remember. There are twists and turns as well as nightmares. Enjoy.

This was my first book to read in the Rock Harbor series. I will now look into the others since

Abomination was so good! I loved how faced paced the action & mystery was. I loved how Nick

wanted to protect Eve! Of course, Bree was charming also. I want to read one of the earlier books

about her now. I will have to admit, the ending threw me! I did not figure out who Gideon was!

Spoiler alert....I didn't like how easy the problem with Eve's sister was handled. It was kind of too

easy & convenient. No biggie, though. I really like this book & have thought back on the story since

finishing it. That is the sign of a good book for me! :)V. Gill

I love her books! And this did not disappoint me! Had me hanging on to every word and was

surprised at the end! I have read so many books I can usually figure out who the murderer is. Just

bought my 10th book of colleen' s and planning to buy more!!

This was everything I expected it to be after reading another Rock Harbor mystery prior to this one. I

love the characters and the search for murderer and his unveiling was unexpected to say the least.

Great job!

This author gave this exciting book, all she had!!Sometimes her twists and turns took me to the level



of exhaustion, but I never let go!! It was a great read.

This book is a true keeper.....a serial killer.....a handsome detective......a lovely heroine, what more

can you ask? Don't ,miss this opportunity!

Colleen knows how to spin a tale. This one, however, really reaches as far as the main plot. I know

there are crazy people in the world, but parts of this seem a little far fetched. That being said, it was

written well and created all the suspense and depth of character that I am used to from this author.

She is first rate and I continue to enjoy her books.
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